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X-Blast 50W: LED floodlight with 3m cable and
French plug. 4700lm
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Colour box N/A 2

LED construction site floodlight with 3m cable and 2P + E French service socket. 4700lm, IP65, IK08. Tripod mountable (not included). Ideal for work.

DATI TECNICI / SPECIFICATION / CARACTÉRISTIQUES / CARACTERISTICAS / SPEZIFIKATIONEN

Power supply: AC 220-240V ~ 50Hz
Type of power supply: INTERNAL DRIVER
Batteries included: NO
Light technology: 2835 SMD LED
Power (W): 50
Kelvin degrees: 6500K
Light beam: DIFFUSE
Beam angle: 120
LED Life time (hrs): 25000
Materials: PLASTIC - PC
Dimmable: NO
Insulation class: I
Colour: YELLOW
Switch: YES
Protection degree (IP): IP54
Guarantee: 2 YEARS
Product width (mm): 240
Product depth (mm): 217
Product height (mm): 99
Net weight kg): 1,45



DESCRIZIONE / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPTION / DESCRIPCIÓN / BESCHREIBUNG

Power: X-Blast 50W is a construction site floodlight that mounts Osram LEDs. 50W and 4500 real lumens: a real light on your construction
site; aircraft grade aluminum heatsink for better heat dissipation.Diffuser: X-Blast is a floodlight type projector; it therefore serves to
illuminate a surface such as a wall or a room; polycarbonate diffuser and 120 ° high performance reflector for a shadowless and
homogeneous light; light 6500K.Ideal for construction and craft work, for do-it-yourself or car repairs; outdoors, it is recommended for work
on the facades, rescue, road works, but also for camping; you can use it wherever you want intense lighting and protected from water and
dust.Equipped with a 3 meter H05RN-3G 1,5mm2 cable with CEE 7/7 socket, X-Blast can be installed on any tripod; the adjustable support
allows you to adjust the light as you need and to carry the projector anywhere, with a minimum footprint; convenient ON / OFF switch and
French service socket to connect a tool or other projector in series.X-Blast is hyper-resistant and is proof against water jets according to the
IP54 protection class; the shell is in polycarbonate with PVC reinforcements for better impact resistance (IK08), the glass is shockproof and
the power cable is fixed with a special thread in the shell; even in case of rain X-Blast continues to illuminate the surrounding environment
without any problem.

DATI LOGISTICI / LOGISTIC INFORMATION / DONNEES LOGISTIQUES / DATOS LOGÍSTICOS / LOGISTISCHE DATEN

Tipologia imballo: Colour box
Length of the packed product (mm): 260
Packed product width (mm): 126
Height of packed product (mm): 225
Peso prodotto imballato (Kg): 1.61
Master quantity: 2
DEEE (France only): 0.25
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